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DVD AMER
2001
American outlaws [videorecording] / James G. Robinson presents a Morgan Creek production; a film
by Les Mayfield; producers, Bill Gerber, James G. Robinson; story, Roderick Taylor; screenplay
writers, Roderick Taylor, John Rogers; director, Les Mayfield.
At the end of the Civil War, Frank and Jesse James ride home to Missouri to be on their ranch with
their mother. As a railroad moves through buying up as much land as possible, burning folks out if
need be, the James-Younger gang of outlaws become determined to use any means to protect their
land and the land of their townsfolk and friends.
DVD ARBI
2012
Arbitrage [videorecording] / Lionsgate presents; Green Room Films and TreeHouse Pictures present;
a co-production of Parlay Films, LB Productions, Artina Films; a film by Nicholas Jarecki ; written and
directed by Nicholas Jarecki; produced by Laura Bickford ... [et. al.]; director of photography, Yorick
Le Saux.
Robert Miller is a New York hedge-fund magnate who appears to have it all: money, power, a loving
wife, and a devoted daughter working by his side. But behind the gilded walls of his mansion, Miller
is running on borrowed time, trying to unload his crippled trading company before his frauds are
revealed. A deadly error throws Miller's life into a tailspin, raising the suspicions of a detective and
threatening the future of his financial empire.
DVD AS
2009
As it is in Heaven [videorecording] / Lorber Films; produced by GF Studios in co-production with
Sonet Film ... [et al.]; scriptwriter & director, Kay Pollak; producers, Anders Birkeland & Goran
Lindstrom.
Daniel, a successful international conductor, returns to his childhood village in Sweden. Soon
thereafter, the local church choir seeks him out to solicit his advice. He can't refuse, and nothing in
the village is the same again. As the amateur choir develops and grows, he is drawn to the people of
his old hometown, makes friends, and finds love. Home use only.
DVD BENJ
2008
Benji [videorecording] : the ultimate 4-movie collection / Mulberry Square Productions.
Benji: "The colorful canine made his appearance in this "shaggy dog story" of a story who helps
police and parents track two kidnapped children--winning himself a real home"--Container.
Benji off the leash!: "Lost and alone on the streets of a small Mississippi town, Benji struggles to
save his mom from a backyard puppy mill, avoiding two dopey dogcatchers...and an unwanted
sidekick"--Container.
"For the love of Benji: while en route to a vacation in Greece with his family, a passenger "borrows"
Benji for just long enough to tattoo a mysterious message on his paw. Separated from his family in
Athens, Benji finds himself on the run from an assortment of international spies searching for the
message in another exciting Benji adventure"--Container.
Benji's very own Christmas Story: "In this 1978 special, nominated for an Emmy as Outstanding
Children's Program, Benji encounters Kris Kringle, played by Best Actor Oscar nominee Ron Moody"-Container.

DVD BRIG
2010
Bright star [videorecording] / Pathe, Screen Australia, BBC Films and the UK Film Council present in
association with the New South Wales Film and Television Office and Hopscotch International a Jan
Chapman production in association with Caroline Hewitt; a Jane Campion film; written and directed
by Jane Campion; produced by Jan Chapman; produced by Caroline Hewitt; executive producers,
Francois Ivernel, Cameron McCracken, Christine Langan, David M. Thompson.
Nineteenth century poet John Keats and the girl next door, Fanny Brawne, started out as unlikely
lovers who were totally at odds with each other. However, when Brawne offers to help Keats nurse
his seriously ill brother, the two soon became involved in an unstoppable romance that only his
untimely death at age 25 could bring to a shattering end.
DVD BUTT
2012
Butter [videorecording] / Radius-TWC presents; a Michael De Luca/Vandalia Films production;
produced by Michael De Luca, Jennifer Garner, Alissa Phillips; written by Jason Micallef; directed by
Jim Field Smith.
When long-reigning champion butter sculptor Bob is forced to step down, his zealous wife Laura
enters the competition herself, to fight for their status as butter royalty. A win seems guaranteed
until a formidable contender emerges: a 10-year-old Destiny, an African-American foster child of
local couple Julie and Ethan. Suddenly, it's anybody's game and Laura will do anything to win, even if
it means resorting to sabotage and seducing her foolish ex-boyfriend Boyd as a co-conspirator.
DVD DAY
2012
The day [videorecording] / WWE Studios and Anchor Bay Films present; in association with Follow
Through Productions, LLC, Rock Mafia, Preferred Content, Faction M; written by Luke Passmore;
produced by Guy A. Danella; directed by Doug Aarniokoski.
A group of five people lost and on the run in a post-apocalyptic future discover what they think is a
safe, abandoned farmhouse, but they soon find themselves fighting to stay alive as a gang of
bloodthirsty predators attack.
DVD DIAR
2012
Diary of a wimpy kid. Dog days [videorecording] / Fox 2000 Pictures; Color Force; produced by Nina
Jacobson, Brad Simpson; screenplay by Maya Forbes and Wallace Wolodarsky; directed by David
Bowers.
When Greg Heffley's dad threatens to send him to military school if he doesn't stay out of trouble,
Greg finds all-new ways to land himself in the doghouse! For starters, Greg's in over his head when
he pretends to work at the swanky country club where Rowley's family has a membership. Things
don't go much better on a father-son camping trip with the Wilderness Explorers, and then there's
the Heffley's new dog, Sweetie, who fetches even more trouble for Greg.
DVD FIRE
2012
Fire with fire [videorecording] / Grindstone Entetainment Group, Cheetah Vision and Emmett/Furla
Films present a Cheetah Vision and Emmett/Furla Films production in association with Envision
Entertainment, Paradox Entertainment and Mandalay Vision Industry Entertainment a film by David
Barrett; produced by Randall Emmett ...[et. al.]; written by Tom O'Connor; directed by David Barrett.
After witnessing the brutal murders of a convenience store owner and his son; firefighter Jeremy
Coleman nearly escapes with his life. As he is forced to testify against the crime lord, Hagan, he is
placed in the witness protection program under the watch of the U.S. Marshalls.

DVD FOUN
2012
Found memories [videorecording (DVD)] / Film Movement presents a film by Julia Murat; produced
by Taiga Films; CEPA Audiovisual, and Bonfilm.
Found memories: "Like every morning, Madalena makes bread for Antonio's old coffee shop. Like
every day, she crosses the railways where no trains have passed for years; she cleans up the gate of
the locked cemetery, and listens to the priest's sermon before sharing lunch with the other old
villagers. Clinging to the image of her dead husband and living in her memories, Madalena is
awakened by the arrival of Rita, a young photographer who is arriving in the ghost village of
Jotuomba, where time seems to have stopped. A deep relationship is forged between the two
women, which gradually builds to have a profound effect on both of their lives, as well as the rest of
the villagers. " --Container.
Land of the heroes: "All 10-year-old Dileer and his sister Zienee want to do is watch cartoons, but
they must contend with TV propaganda, collecting used weapons for their mother to resell, and
their bullying cousin." --Container.
DVD HOLI
2011
Holiday baggage [videorecording] / written and produced by Catherine E. Rubey and Stephen Polk;
directed by Stephen Polk.
Even though Sarah and Pete are estranged, she invites him back to their suburban home for the
holidays on the condition that he reconcile with their daughters before she will agree to finalize a
trial separation with divorce.
DVD INHE
2004
The inheritance [videorecording] / a Kraft Premier movie; Alliance Atlantis Communications presents
an Alliance Atlantis Communications/Cosgrove Meurer/Televest production; producer, Ed Self;
teleplay by Maria Nation; directed by Bobby Roth.
Beautiful orphan Edith Adelton came to the United States as a child to be a companion and tutor to
the Hamilton family's young daughter Amy. Though Edith's parentage is a mystery, she has found
great happiness with the Hamiltons. When the family's cousin Ida comes to visit, Mrs. Hamilton
enlists Edith in a matchmaking plan involving two suitors for Ida. But both men fall for the lovely
Edith. As Ida sees her chances fade, she schemes to discredit Edith, leading the family to a crisis of
loyalties. Are Ida's accusations enough to dissolve the family's trust in Edith? Or is there a secret
truth below the surface, beyond the evidence ... within the heart?
DVD LADD
2005
Ladder 49 [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures and Beacon Pictures present a Casey Silver
production, a film by Jay Russell; produced by Casey Silver; written by Lewis Colick; directed by Jay
Russell.
Probationary firefighter Jack Morrison matures into a seasoned veteran of the Baltimore Fire
Department under the watchful eye of his mentor Chief Mike Kennedy. Responding to the worst
blaze in his career, he becomes trapped inside a 20-story building. As Jack reflects on his life - seeing
his first fire, bonding with fellow firefighters, the impact his job has had on his wife and kids - Chief
Kennedy frantically coordinates the effort to save Jack's life.

DVD PITC
2012
Pitch perfect [videorecording] / Universal Pictures and Gold Circle Films present a Gold Circle
Films/Brownstone production; directed by Jason Moore; screenplay by Kay Cannon ; produced by
Paul Brooks, Max Handelman, and Elizabeth Banks.
Arriving at her new college, Beca finds herself not right for any clique but somehow is muscled into
one that she never would have picked on her own: alongside mean girls, sweet girls and weird girls
whose only thing in common is how good they sound when they sing together. When Beca leads this
a cappella singing group out of their traditional arrangements and perfect harmonies into all-new
mash-ups, they fight to climb their way to the top of college music competitions.
DVD PREM
2012
Premium rush [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures presents; a Pariah production; directed by David
Koepp; written by David Koepp & John Kamps; produced by Gavin Polone; director of photography,
Mitchell Amundsen.
In Manhattan, a bike messenger picks up an envelope that attracts the interest of a dirty cop, who
pursues the cyclist throughout the city.
DVD RESI
2012
Resident evil [videorecording]: retribution / Screen Gems/DavisFilms/Impact Pictures Inc.,
Constantin Film International; produced by Jeremy Bolt ... [et. al.]; written and directed by Paul W.S.
Anderson.
Alice fights alongside a resistance movement in the continuing battle against the Umbrella
Corporation and the undead.
DVD SHAD
1985
Shadowlands [videorecording] / written by William Nicholson; a BBC-TV production in association
with Gateway Films, the Episcopal Radio-TV Foundation, Lella Productions, E.O. TV; producer, David
M. Thompson; director, Norman Stone.
Based on the true story of C.S. Lewis, this film is about the agonizing spiritual crisis of C.S. Lewis
when his wife died from cancer. The love, grief, pain, and sorrow were so shattering to Lewis that
his basic Christian beliefs, magnificently communicated in his many books, were now called into
serious doubt. But he picked up the pieces and moved out of the depressing "shadowlands,"
realizing that "real life has not even begun yet."
DVD TOTA
2012
Total recall [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures presents an Original Film production; producers,
Toby Jaffe, Neal H. Moritz; writers, Mark Bomback, Kurt Wimmer; director, Len Wiseman.
Welcome to Rekall, the company that can turn your dreams into real memories. For a factory
worker named Douglas Quaid, even though he's got a beautiful wife who he loves, the mind-trip
sounds like the perfect vacation from his frustrating life. But when the procedure goes horribly
wrong, Quaid becomes a hunted man.

DVD TROU
2012
Trouble with the curve [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures; a Malpaso production; written by
Randy Brown; produced by Clint Eastwood, Robert Lorenz, Michele Weisler; directed by Robert
Lorenz.
Gus Lobel has been one of the best scouts in baseball for decades, but, despite his efforts to hide it,
age is starting to catch up with him. Nevertheless, Gus--who can tell a pitch just by the crack of the
bat--refuses to be benched for what may be the final innings of his career. The one person who
might be able to help is also the one person Gus would never ask: his daughter, Mickie, an associate
at a high-powered Atlanta law firm.
DVD WHER
2002
Where the red fern grows II [videorecording]: the classic continues / produced by Jim McCullough
and Samuel Bradford; directed by Jim McCullough.
Part two is a continuation of the classic novel. In Red fern II, Billy Coleman returns from WWII to his
grandfather's house and tries to readjust to civilian life. The war has made Billy crippled and bitter.
Grandpa anticipated this and has a gift waiting for him: a pair of Redbone hound puppies - just like
the ones he had as a boy. In addition, Billy befriends a young neighbor boy, Wilson, who reminds
him of himself. Together the hounds and Wilson help Billy to rediscover the gift of giving - and
ultimately rediscovering himself.
J DVD PETE
1989
Peter Pan [videorecording] / [presented by] Burbank Films Australia; adapted from the novel by J.M.
Barrie; producer, Roz Phillips; supervising director in charge of production, Franco Cristofani;
screenplay by Paul Leadon.
The Darlings--Wendy, John, and Michael--are swept away to Never-Never Land, a place where
children never grow up, by the boy-hero Peter Pan and his fairy friend Tinkerbell. There, they meet
evil Captain Hook and his band of pirates, who have their own plans for Peter Pan and the children.
J DVD SMUR
2011
The smurfs. A magical smurf adventure [videorecording] / Hanna-Barbera Productions.
Features ten episodes that follow the blue magical creatures led by the wise Papa Smurf as they
outsmart the evil wizard Gargamel.
J DVD TOM
2005
Tom and Jerry [DVD] [videorecording]: blast off to Mars! / Turner Entertainment Company and
Warner Bros. Animation; producer, Tom Minton; written and directed by Bill Kopp.
Tom & Jerry mistakenly stow away on the first manned mission to Mars and discover that we are
not alone. Martians do exist! They join forces with a young Martian girl to battle asteroid fields, the
Martian invasion of Earth, and an alien robot.
J DVD WOW
2009
Wow! Wow! Wubbzy! Fly us to the moon [videorecording] / Bolder Media and Starz Media.
Join Wubbzy as he blasts off on the ultimate outer space adventure! What happens when Wubbzy
thinks aliens are coming to Wuzzleburg? How far will friends go to wake up the Man in the Moon?
It's an all-new collection of way-out Wubbzy favorites featuring spacemen, superheroes, rocket
racers, and even a visit from the Tooth Fairy!

